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SLDP286 Count Theo Vampire Bear
Materials and Supplies
    - Elegant Portrait Oval Ornament Wood Kit (SLDPK720) available from 
www.tolepaintingdesigns.com

-Transfer paper and a stylus
-DecoArt Americana Acrylic Paints: See color list following
-DecoArt Americana Acrylic Spray Sealer/Finisher (DAS13) in Matte Finish or fi nish of choice 
-DecoArt Glazing Medium (DA18)
-DecoArt Weathered Wood Crackle Medium (DAS8)
-Paint brushes – Your usual brushes for painting, plus a 2” glazing brush and script liner

DecoArt Americana Acrylics
-Asphaltum (DA180)   -Sand (DA04)
-Bleached Sand (DA257)   -True Ochre (DA143)
-Camel (Da191)    -True Red (DA129)

 -Lamp (Ebony) Black (DA067)  -Warm White (DA239)
-Light Chocolate (DA167)   -Zinc (DA304)
-Payne’s Grey   

DecoArt Extreme Sheen Metallic Paint
- 24K Gold (DPM04)     

Introduction   
 
 This spooky little bear ornament is too cute to be scary!  He is fast and fun to do and uses a 
variety of quick techniques to make him look really awesome. My two-piece, bevel-cut self-framing 
ornaments make things even easier!  I think he is a great way to try your hand at painting a little bit of 
fur if you never done so or have been timid about it. So let’s get stared and have some painting fun!  

Procedure   

Photocopy the original pattern and keep them for future reference. I like copying the pattern 
page on translucent vellum (the kind you get in the wedding section of your favorite offi ce supply 
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store) That way you can mirror the pattern easily and replace it to add details lines and easily realign 
it.  Patterns may be reproduced for the purpose of making the project – not for resale or sharing 
purposes.  Finished items that are made by hand may be sold for profi t, but not mechanically 
manufactured. Credit to the designer is encouraged. Pattern and photographs are copyrighted by 
Sheila Landry Designs. Redistribution of this pattern, photos or instructions is not permitted.

Refer to the Basic Painting Terms and Techniques sheet (following instructions) for general 
terminology and techniques for painting. In general use the following brushes when painting:

 -Shaders for base coating 
 -Angular Shaders for fl oat shading colors
 -Deerfoot brushes for stippling and dry brushing
 -Lining brushes for detail work and lining

Let’s Start Painting!
    
Make sure your pieces are all sanded smooth and free from dust and particles. If using MDF 

pieces, I strongly suggest base coating the tops of the pieces with several THIN coats of Sand paint 
or any other neutral color you have on hand, such as DecoArt’s Buttermilk. 

Base coat the top of each piece with two thin layers of paint. Allow this to dry completely 
between the two layers, then use a fi ne-grit sandpaper and lightly sand it smooth. This will raise the 
fi bers in your wood pieces and freeze them into place and serves as a sealer for your wood. The light, 
neutral color will also allow your paint colors to be true and nice and bright, as the darker colors of 
wood and MDF can sometimes show through and dull your paint. When it is dried and sanded, apply 
a third thin layer of paint and again, allow it to dry completely and lightly sand it. You will now have a 
smooth, blank ‘canvas’ for your painting and your colors will come up true and bright. 

Painting the Background and Frame

After undercoating the 
pieces as explained above, 
apply two coats of True Ochre 
paint on both the inside oval 
and the outer frame piece. 
You don’t have to paint the 
sides of the pieces in this 
color. When painting the 
frame, stroke on the True 
Ochre from the center and 
radiate outward as shown 
in Figure 1. Use a larger fl at 
brush to do this. 
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Figure 2

Figure 3

Figure 4

Figure 2 shows this process as 
well. 

Figure 3 shows how this should look 
when fi nished. I used a decent amount of 
paint on the brush, and only applied one 
coat. While the coverage isn’t perfectly even, 
it doesn’t have to be because we are going 
to apply the crackle medium and black paint 
over it. It will look fi ne. 

NOTE: If you don’t want to use the 
Weathered Wood Crackle, no worries - just 
paint the frame Lamp Black. It will still look 
nice. ;) 

Allow the frame to dry completely and 
set aside.  While it is drying, apply a layer 
of 24K Gold Extreme Sheen paint over the 
surface of the oval. You may want to use a 
deerfoot stippler to tap this on for a little bit 
of texture. The shiny gold will show through 
the red in the next step. Allow this to dry 
completely. 

Next we will work on the central oval. 
Apply a generous layer of DecoArt Glazing 
Medium to the front of the oval. (Don’t do the 
sides.) (Figure 4) 
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Figure 5

Figure 6

Figure 7

While the glaze is still wet, use a 3/4” 
deerfoot stippler brush or similar and begin 
stippling True Red paint over the surface, 
leaving it light and airy as seen in Figure 5.

Working quickly, crumble up a small 
piece of plastic wrap and pounce it onto 
the surface to make a fi ne texture. (Figure 
6) Be sure not to overwork the area so it 
become muddy. Set it aside and allow it to 
dry completely. 

Going back to the frame, we will be 
applying Weathered Wood Crackle Medium to the 
front only of the frame piece. (Figure 7) 
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Once again, use the wide, fl at brush 
to apply the Weathered Wood. Use a 
decent amount and pull your strokes from 
the center of the frame to the outer edges 
as shown in Figure 8. There is no need 
to apply the medium on the edges. Try to 
avoid them. Keep the brush nearly parallel 
to your surface while applying the medium 
and use a light hand. Don’t go over the 
medium once you laid it into place. Just 
stroke it on a section at a time, working 
around the frame. 

Figure 8

Figure 9

Allow the medium to dry completely. 
You may use a hair dryer, but only on a 
cool setting, as the heat may cause the 
medium to bubble and cause problems. 
Use Lamp Black paint and load the 
brush same brush fully and again, pull 
the strokes from the center to the edges, 
overlapping slightly. Don’t worry if it looks 
“lumpy’ a bit. Once the paint bonds with the 
medium as it dries, everything will fl atten 
out. (Figure 9)

Figure 10 shows the frame 
and the backing done.
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Figure 11

Figure 12

Figure 13

The Bear
Trace the main pattern lines of the bear onto 

the center oval. You don’t have to do his widow’s 
peak or the detail lines from his clothing. You don’t 
even have to do his facial features, as you will be 
re-tracing them after the base coats have dried. 

HINT: Printing your pattern on translucent 
vellum helps you replace the pattern easily. (Figure 
11)

Base the bear, using two to three thin coats 
of Sand for the bear’s head, Bleached Sand for the 
bear’s shirt, and Zinc for the bear’s coat. (Figure 
12) Add in the lines for the eyes, nose, mouth, bow 
tie, and muzzle (if you wish) Figure 12.

We need to paint the main parts of the 
clothing fi rst before moving on to the bear, as the 
fur will come over the neck and coat. Float shade 
the shirt very lightly with Zinc around the bow tie, 
the neck, next to the lapels, and the vertical stripes 
for the pleats of the shirt. Brush some highlights 
with Warm White onto the center areas of the bow 
and bow knot. Float the lapels and coat using 
Payne’s Grey. Dry brush some highlights on the 
lapels and collar with Zinc. Paint the eyes, nose 
and mouth with Lamp Black. Figure 13.
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Figure 14

Figure 15

Figure 16

(NOTE”:The following photos came from 
my fi rst run at painting this and the clothing isn’t 
painted yet. But the pictures were clearer for the 
bear. Please disregard the clothing not being done 
in this one. ;) )

Use Light Cinnamon to fl oat shade around 
the bear and also to give it some texture by 
applying a light wash to his head, ears and neck. 
You can go right over his facial features in these 
following steps, as we will re-paint them later on. 
We want to give him some texture and establish 
his shadows for some shape. 

Using slightly thinned  paint to paint the fur, 
you can apply the fi rst layer of fur using Sand paint 
and either the chisel edge of an angular shader 
or your favorite lining brush. Pull strokes outward 
from the center of the nose on the ears and head 
as shown in Figure 15.  For the muzzle, just tap in 
some texture using this color. 

Follow this by doing the same, but this time 
use some Camel paint. Go back and forth with the 
colors, creating texture and layers. 

When the fi rst light layers are down, re-fl oat 
the darker areas again using Light Cinnamon. You 
will do this where the ears meet the head, around 
the eyes, and both around the outer edge of the 
muzzle as well as around the inner edge of the 
muzzle. Do this with very washy paint, allowing the 
lighter layers to show through. (Figure 16 shows 
where the ears are done with this step.)
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Figure 17

Figure 18

Figure 17 shows the bear re-fl oated and 
glazed with the light cinnamon. See how the 
layers are beginning to form?  You can go back 
and  forth as many times as you wish, adding 
layers of highlights and then glazing them down to 
create depth and dimension. 

The outer edges of the ears and the head 
should be the lightest tones and the places where 
the ears meet the head as well as around the 
eyes, around the muzzle, and under the neck 
should be the darkest. Pull the fur lines so they 
extend a little bit from the head onto the jacket and 
shirt. Keep the fur in the same general direction, 
but skew the strands left and right so it doesn’t 
look too ‘neat’. This is why I don’t use a rake brush 
for this. I feel that the fur should look a bit more 
shaggy to look natural. 

When you are satisfi ed, use 
Asphaltum to shade only the darkest 
areas. You will use this very sparingly. If 
the area gets too dark, just go over with 
one of the lighter browns and add another 
layer. 

Re-paint the eyes, nose and mouth 
with Lamp Black.  Highlight them with 
Warm White as shown in Figure 18.
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Figure 19
Stroke in some Lamp Black fur to form the widow’s peak by making a triangle on the top of his 

head. Also stroke in the spiky eyebrows. While this is drying, paint his spiky fangs using Warm White. 
Re-fl oat around his jacket using Lamp Black. Float the center division of his shirt using Lamp 

Black, as well as under the bow tie. Add three black buttons using a stylus or the back of your brush 
and Lamp Black paint (see cover photo for that) 

When the black widow’s peak is dry, add some washy strokes of Warm White fur on them. 
Don’t overdo this step. Outline the fangs with Lamp Black using a tiny liner or a marker that won’t 
bleed. 

Final Details
Use a lining brush and Lamp Black paint to paint in the spider’s web and spider. Do the stroke 

work strokes around the frame using 24Kt Gold. Add dots in between the strokes using 24Kt Gold 
Extreme Sheen. You can also wash a tiny bit of this color onto the buttons. 

If you haven’t done so, paint the inner and outer edge of the frame Lamp Black and allow to 
dry. 

To assemble, run a bit of clear-drying wood glue in a few spots on the inner edge of the frame 
- towards the back. Press the center into place and quickly wipe any excess glue. Paint the back of 
your ornament as you wish - or just use Lamp Black. Spray with a sealer to fi nish. 
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Basic Painting Terms and Techniques 
Base Coating –   Blocking in the color.  When base coating, you are laying a foundation for the rest 
of the design.  Use a fl at “shader” paint brush for doing base coating. You may wish to use a small 
round brush for smaller areas.  If the paint is thick, you may also wish to use a little water to thin it 
down so there are no ridges and the base coat is fl at and even.  It is best to apply several thin, even 
coats rather than a single thick one.  Some colors cover better than others.  If the paint looks streaky 
or the color is uneven, let it dry completely and then re-coat as many times as necessary to get full 
coverage.  Be patient!

Float Shading –   I fi nd that using an angle shader brush will make this step much easier, although 
many people prefer a fl at shader.  Wet your brush with clean water.  Touch the very tip of the brush to 
a paper towel to pull the excess water from the brush.  Touch only the corner edge of the brush into 
the paint.  Go back to the water, then touch once again to the paper towel. Do not “wipe” the brush 
on the paper towel – just allow the excess water to be drawn from the brush.  Now apply the paint 
to your surface.  Your result should be a gradation of color, with one side deeply colored fading to 
the other side with no color at all.  Much of this step is ‘feel’.  This back and forth motion will become 
second nature to you after a while.  It may take a little bit of practice, but it will give you the depth and 
three dimensional look you desire in your painting. 

Stippling –   Use a “deerfoot stippler” brush for this process. It is a round brush with short, angled 
bristles that resembles the shape of a deer’s hoof.  You can also use old, warn out brushes for this 
depending on what you are painting.  Use no water when stippling. Load the dry brush with a little 
paint and work the paint up into the bristles by rubbing it on a clean paper towel. Scrub off most of 
the excess paint on the towel and gently tap the brush in a straight up and down motion to apply the 
paint. You should not have a ‘blob’ of paint, rather lightly mottled color.  Build up color a little at a time 
as you need by using several applications. 

Dry Brushing –   This is very similar to stippling, but you use even less paint.  Use this method of 
painting for very subtle shading and changes in color, such as on cheeks or with animals and birds.   
Use a very dry brush as with stippling, but instead of tapping on color with the brush, gently rub it in a 
circular motion to softly blend the color into the surrounding colors. Use very light pressure when do-
ing this step.  Test the color on a scrap or clean paper towel fi rst. If it is too strong, remove more color 
from the brush before proceeding. This will give you a beautiful and subtle effect.

Line Work –   Most of the line work is done with the paint thinned to the consistency of ink. Use a 
small round brush or a liner brush for this step, depending on what you are painting.  Test your paint 
consistency on a palette or a scrap of wood so you know you are not using too much water and your 
line work won’t bleed into your other work. For work when you need to paint longer lines, you may 
wish to use a longer ‘script’ liner, which will hold more paint.  You will have a bit less control but with a 
little practice, you will learn to use it in no time. 
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If you have any questions regarding this project, please contact me at 902-482-7174 or you can email 
sheilalandrydesigns@gmail.com for a prompt response.  You may also see and purchase additional 

wood pieces, as well as other patterns and kits for painting at
www.tolepaintingdesigns.com and download a free catalog.

To see the accompanying video to this project, you can become a member of Toletown Painting 
community (http://www.toletown.com) or after October 1st, 2018, I will have it up on my YouTube 

channel https://www.youtube.com/user/scrollgirlcanada

If you have diffi culty fi nding any of the DecoArt products used in this project, you can now go online 
and visit www.decoart.com to see and order directly from DecoArt. Their web store carries a complete 

line of their painting products and mediums. 


